Replacing wheels can create an enormous change in the appearance of any vehicle, and properly selected wheels are also performance parts that reduce unsprung weight and improve handling. That’s why the wheel segment continues to be among the most robust in the automotive specialty-equipment industry. Wheel builders continue to refine manufacturing techniques such as laser cutting for high-quality surface finishes and evolving designs that include deep concaves, mesh spokes and revolving caps. The following pages highlight some of the innovations that were on display in the Wheels & Accessories section of the New Products Showcase at 2015 SEMA Show.

iForged Wheels/Forgestar Wheels/Edge Wheels
CF5V Super Deep Monoblock Concave
13-in.-Wide Rotary-Forged Wheels
714-826-8249
www.forgestar.com
PN: SD1913CF5VRAW
Forgestar released the 19-in. super-deep concave profile in its CF5V design. New tooling allows Forgestar to now spin to 13-in. widths. The company says that the super-deep profile is the deepest concave wheel on the market. Designed for a wide range of vehicle offsets and engineered to work with both lower- and higher-offset vehicles.

American Force Wheels
Zen
786-345-6301
www.americanforce.com
PN: AFMZEN
Custom-made wheels built from 6061 forged aluminum. Stylish designs without compromise for strength.

American Force Wheels
Man O’War
786-345-6301
www.americanforce.com
PN: AFMMANOWAR
Custom-made wheels built from 6061 forged aluminum. Stylish designs without compromise for strength.

American Force Wheels
Legend
786-345-6301
www.americanforce.com
PN: AFMLEGEND
Custom-made wheels built from 6061 forged aluminum. Stylish designs without compromise for strength.
American Force Wheels
Evo—Beadlock Series
786-345-6301
www.americanforce.com
PN: AFWBeadlock
Custom-made Beadlock wheels built from 6061 forged aluminum. Stylish designs without compromise for strength.

American Force Wheels
Dually Center Caps
786-345-6301
www.americanforcewheels.com
PN: AFW305AL
Made specifically for American Force 10-lug dually wheels, these new center caps won't rust and get stuck like traditional chrome dome center caps. The logo in the middle of the center cap can be removed and painted to match the vehicle accent color.

American Force Wheels
Slice—Special Force Series
786-345-6301
www.americanforce.com
PN: AFWSPECIALFORCE
Custom-made Special Force wheels built from 6061 forged aluminum. Stylish designs without compromise for strength.

American Force Wheels
Zone—Dually Series
786-345-6301
www.americanforce.com
PN: AFWDUALLY
Custom-made dually wheels built from 6061 forged aluminum. Stylish designs without compromise for strength.

American Force Wheels
26x16-in. MultiPiece
786-345-6301
www.americanforce.com
PN: AFWMULTIPIECE
This enormous, custom-made, multipiece wheel offers limitless possibilities and is built from 6061 forged aluminum. All stainless-steel hardware. Stylish designs without compromise for strength.

American Force Wheels
Camber Duoblock Forged Wheels
786-345-6301
www.americancustomwheels.com
PN: AFWDUO1
The duoblock offers the look of a monoblock wheel with the versatility of a three-piece wheel. Forged from 6061 aluminum for strength and durability.

SB Wheel Manufacturing
NASCAR Off-Road Wheel
352-458-0137
www.nascarwheels.com
PN: NAS305
NASCAR-brand cast-aluminum 20x9 off-road wheel. This wheel is made in America and is available in sizes ranging from 17x9 to 22x12 in various designs and finishes.

VIP Modular RSV Forged
VRC-110 Concave Alloy Wheel
866-613-1983
www.vipmodular.com
PN: VRC-110
A sporty yet elegant modular, one-piece, concave alloy wheel. Offered in 18- and 20-in. diameters with 8.5-, 9.5- and 10.5-in. width options. Standard machined finish. Choose from black, chrome or gold hardware. Wheels come blank, without the PCD or center bore operations done to them. Tailor-made as orders are placed. Custom finishing is available.

Stripe-It-All/Tapeworks Graphics
Wheel-Striping System
919-557-7313
www.stripeitall.com
PN: 8000 (tool) + Rimstripes
The Stripe-It-All wheel-stripping system from Tapeworks Graphics was designed to help shops quickly and professionally install rim stripes on customers' rides. Kits can also be sold to DIY customers. It is fully adjustable for three different stripe widths plus precise positioning of the stripes. Installs fast—leave the wheels and tires on.
VIP Modular RSV Forged VRC-13 Concave Alloy Wheel
866-613-1983
www.vipmodular.com
PN: VRC-13
A sporty yet elegant modular, one-piece, concave alloy wheel. Offered in 19- and 20-in. diameters with 9-, 9.5- and 10.5-in. width options. Standard machined finish. Wheels come blank, without the PCD or center bore operations done to them. Tailor-made as orders are placed. Say goodbye to stale inventory. Custom finishing is available for a full-custom end product.

Konig American Interflow
516-822-5700
www.konigwheels.com
Konig says that it is coming out strong for 2016 with the introduction of the Konig Interflow. The Interflow is a forward-styled modern take on a classic mesh design. Its elegance and aggressive nature make the Interflow a must have, the company says. Finished in Konig’s unique metallic grey, the Interflow is available in 16x7.5, 17x8, 18x8, 19x8.5, 19x9.5, 20x8.5 and 20x10.

Specialty Forged Wheels SF003
305-256-5857
www.specialtyforged.com
PN: SF003
Specialty Forged SF003 is available in 20, 22, 24 and 26 in. with a range of aggressive widths and offsets to give a lifted truck or SUV the tough look owners crave. Standard finishes are polished (as displayed), gloss/matte black with ball milling, or fully gloss/matte black. The company also offers a variety of custom finishes.

Rohana Wheels RFX5
773-869-9828
www.rohanawheels.com
PN: RFX5
The RFX5 has three sizes—19, 20 and 22 in.—and will weigh as few as 20 lbs. Finishes are available in brushed titanium and matte black, with some custom finishes as an added option. The RFX5 is the newest member of the RF series, with the wheel designed in mind for exotic fitments for the ultimate automotive enthusiasts.

Konig American Interflow
516-822-5700
www.konigwheels.com
Konig says that it is coming out strong for 2016 with the introduction of the Konig Interflow. The Interflow is a forward-styled modern take on a classic mesh design. Its elegance and aggressive nature make the Interflow a must have, the company says. Finished in Konig’s unique metallic grey, the Interflow is available in 16x7.5, 17x8, 18x8, 19x8.5, 19x9.5, 20x8.5 and 20x10.

Specialty Forged Wheels SF003
305-256-5857
www.specialtyforged.com
PN: SF003
Specialty Forged SF003 is available in 20, 22, 24 and 26 in. with a range of aggressive widths and offsets to give a lifted truck or SUV the tough look owners crave. Standard finishes are polished (as displayed), gloss/matte black with ball milling, or fully gloss/matte black. The company also offers a variety of custom finishes.

Specialty Forged Wheels SF015
305-256-5857
www.specialtyforged.com
PN: SF015
Specialty Forged SF015 is available in 20, 22, 24 and 26 in. with a range of aggressive widths and offsets to give a lifted truck or SUV the tough look owners crave. Standard finishes are polished (as displayed), gloss/matte black with ball milling, or fully gloss/matte black. The company also offers a variety of custom finishes.

Dymag Hybrid Carbon Composite Automobile Wheel
+44-12-49446438
www.dymag.com
Hybrid carbon composite automobile tuner aftermarket wheel.

Dymag Hybrid Carbon Composite Automobile Wheel
+44-12-49446438
www.dymag.com
Hybrid carbon composite automobile tuner aftermarket wheel.

Dymag Hybrid Carbon Composite Automobile Wheel
+44-12-49446438
www.dymag.com
Hybrid carbon composite automobile tuner aftermarket wheel.

Dymag Hybrid Carbon Composite Automobile Wheel
+44-12-49446438
www.dymag.com
Hybrid carbon composite automobile tuner aftermarket wheel.
MGP Caliper Covers
877-995-0003
www.calipercovers.com
PN: 20197SHSMB

VIP Modular RSV Forged
VRS-17 Three-Piece Forged Wheel
949-335-5599
www.vipmodular.com

MKW Wheels
R980 Magnesium Forged Wheel
909-444-0184
www.roadstreetrace.com
RSR says that it is meeting and exceeding demand for lower-weight wheels with all-new R980 wheels—a one-piece forged magnesium alloy that makes an enormous difference in the overall performance of the car while providing less exertion to the engine.

Dealers welcome! Contact at: wholesale@coker.com

1-866-922-0357
www.cokertire.com
Wheels Too!

RSR says that it is meeting and exceeding demand for lower-weight wheels with all-new R980 wheels—a one-piece forged magnesium alloy that makes an enormous difference in the overall performance of the car while providing less exertion to the engine.
**Design Infini**  
Fondmetal STC-02BM  
714-463-7234  
www.fondmetalusa.com  
PN: STC2C 1120255EFS  
The STC-02BM is 100% made in Italy and TÜV approved. It uses the Easy Fitment System to accommodate PCD fitments from 98 to 120.

**Design Infini**  
Motiv 416BU Monterey  
877-283-9433  
www.motiivwheels.com  
PN: 416BU-2655940  
Five-spoke wheel offered in satin black with mirror-machined undercut and chrome finishes in 18-, 20- and 22-in. diameters. Distributed by ATD wheels.

**Design Infini**  
Center Line MM4MB  
877-283-9433  
www.centerlinealloywheels.com  
PN: 630MB-2151525  
The MM4 in machined black is one of Center Line Alloy's ATD-exclusive modern-muscle styles. It includes a three-piece center cap with a customizable ring.

**Armorwheellocks.com**  
Armor Lock  
817-454-8886  
www.armorwheelocks.com  
PN: 227655  
The patented Armor Lock wheel security system is made up of an extremely lightweight wheel-lock system currently tailored for Chevrolet/GMC/Cadillac trucks. Armor Lock eliminates all access to the vehicle’s lug nuts and protects the only entry point with a double-secured, bulletproof, pry-resistant, extreme-high-impact balanced wheel-lock system.

**Design Infini**  
Fondmetal STC-01HM  
714-463-7234  
www.fondmetalusa.com  
PN: STC1C 1120255EFS  
The STC-01HM is 100% made in Italy and TÜV approved. It uses the Easy Fitment System to accommodate PCD fitments from 98 to 120.

**Rev Wheel LLC**  
Classic 107 Aluminum Rally Wheel  
951-680-9595  
www.rev-wheels.com  
PN: 1075  
Rev Wheels introduces its new 20-in. aluminum rally wheel that features a built-in mirror-machined trim ring and accepts all factory rally caps. The 107 is available in five and six lugs.

**Protech Wheel Industrial Co. Ltd.**  
Two-Piece Wheel  
+886-3-4312386  
www.pthwheel.com/pth  
Step lip; concave design; delicate coating selection; personalized customization; lightweight alloy wheel.

**L&B Forged**  
Bolts and Nuts  
562-201-5572  
www.lbforgedwheels.com  
Three-piece assembly bolts. M8x1.25. Available in chrome, neochrome, black chrome, gold and other custom powdercoat finishes.

**MGP Caliper Covers**  
MGP Caliper Covers  
877-995-0003  
www.calipercovers.com  
PN: 20197STPRMB and 20197STPRBK  

**MGP Caliper Covers**  
MGP Caliper Covers  
877-995-0003  
www.calipercovers.com  
PN: 20197SHOHRD  
iForged Wheels/Forgestar Wheels/Edge Wheels

RF7 Off-Road Concave Rotary-Forged Wheels
714-826-8249
www.edgewheels.com
PN: 2012RF7MATTEB
Edge Wheels released what it says is the world’s first 20-in. custom truck rotary-forged wheel. Incorporating a deep concave profile with flow-forming technology, Edge Wheels is offering one of the lightest wheels in the truck market.

RF7 Off-Road Concave Rotary-Forged Wheels
714-826-8249
www.edgewheels.com
PN: 2012RF7MATTEB
Edge Wheels released what it says is the world’s first 20-in. custom truck rotary-forged wheel. Incorporating a deep concave profile with flow-forming technology, Edge Wheels is offering one of the lightest wheels in the truck market.
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Turnin’ Heads
Häas Time-Attack
+65-6778-4163
www.haasconcave.com
The Time-Attack is one of the designs within the Häas range. It features a two-step lip, with multiple options for its face and bezel. Like all Häas models, Time-Attack is available with Forced Concave technology for FWD/AWD as well as RWD cars.

MGP Caliper Covers
MGP Caliper Covers
877-995-0003
www.calipercovers.com
PN: 39013STLXMB

Enkei Wheels
GTC01RR
800-875-3100
www.enkei.com
PN: GTC01RR
Enkei’s latest addition to the Racing Revolution lightweight series of MAT wheels. Available in 18-in. only, with a variety of widths, offsets and bolt patterns. MSRP and jobber price depend on size.
Forgestar says it has released the world's first 19-in. custom directional concave F10D monoblock rotary-forged wheel, which incorporates a deep concave profile with lightweight machining to make the spokes look as though they are floating in the center of the wheel.

The new iForged GT Concave series features lightweight, optimized concave designs with maximum brake clearances, custom widths, offsets and an aggressive deep concave appearance. The forged face and outer construction are made from 6061 T-6 aerospace-grade aluminum alloy.

Movement, The Wheel Reinvented, has patented a new six-piece wheel structure, allowing the center of the wheel to rotate freely. In addition, Movement has patented 3D locking, which allows the end user to lock the center of the wheel in up to 20 different positions to change the look of the wheel at any time. The company has also patented a built-in air valve.


The Klutch ML7 blends old-school design with a modern touch aimed toward the next generation of car enthusiasts.

TPI says this is the world's first carbon-fiber wheel spacer. Why? Carbon fiber is stronger than steel, lighter than aluminum and resists corrosion. The real question, the company says, is why not?

Orsen Shield is a leading brand of skid plates that uses proprietary and innovative technology to protect a vehicle and its engine from damage by trauma to the undercarriage.
**CarbonLine Wheels LLC**  
**Carbon-Fiber Composite One-Piece Automotive Wheel, Model Epic**  
707-747-0780  
PN: EPIC001  
CarbonLine Wheels introduces what it says is the world’s lightest, strongest 20-in., one-piece, carbon-fiber wheel. CarbonLine says that its advanced wheel technology offers improved braking, fuel consumption, acceleration and horsepower gains due to a significant reduction in drivetrain rotational mass and unsprung weight.

**Deluxe Wheel Co.**  
**20-in. Whitewall Alloy Wheel**  
269-612-8926  
www.deluxewheels.com  
A 20-in. rim that replicates a 15-in. steel wheel with a 2½-in. section of whitewall tire attached. This unique design, when combined with low-profile tires, creates a nostalgic, old-school look, but has the performance of today’s modern high-performance tires and big brake applications. Add an original hubcap to complete the original OEM look.

**HAT-Suzhou Hyspeed Light Alloy Processing Technology**  
**One-Piece Automotive Wheel, Model Epic**  
707-747-0780  
PN: EPIC001  
CarbonLine Wheels introduces what it says is the world’s lightest, strongest 20-in., one-piece, carbon-fiber wheel. CarbonLine says that its advanced wheel technology offers improved braking, fuel consumption, acceleration and horsepower gains due to a significant reduction in drivetrain rotational mass and unsprung weight.

**Manatec**  
**Truck Alignerz—Jumbo 9000**  
+91-413-2232986  
www.manatec.in  
Manatec multi-axle truck wheel aligner aligns up to five axles in bus/truck and eight axles in the trailer.

**AlloyGator Canada**  
**AlloyGator**  
855-53-GATOR  
www.alloygator.ca  
PN: AGPS1001PKG  
AlloyGator is a cost-effective and durable alloy wheel protection system that vastly reduces the risk of wheel damage while offering automotive businesses a profitable revenue stream. Manufactured in the United Kingdom and MIRA certified, AlloyGator wheel protectors come in 11 different colors with a discreet look or to make a personalized statement.

**Savini Wheels**  
**Grid Off-Road**  
714-632-0530  
www.saviniwheels.com  
PN: GD1  
The Grid Off-Road brand features 16 new, striking and unique wheel styles in both forged and cast wheel options. The series includes six one-piece cast wheels and 10 forged styles with forged center caps—not usually seen in off-road wheels. Besides the 16 new wheels, Grid Off-Road also offers grilles, side steps and exhaust tips.

**Savini Wheels**  
**Grid Off-Road**  
714-632-0530  
www.grid-offroad.com  
PN: GD1  
The Grid Off-Road brand features 16 new, striking and unique wheel styles in both forged and cast wheel options. The series includes six one-piece cast wheels and 10 forged styles with forged center caps—not usually seen in off-road wheels. Besides the 16 new wheels, Grid Off-Road also offers grilles, side steps and exhaust tips.

**MGP Caliper Covers**  
**MGP Caliper Covers**  
877-995-0003  
www.calipercovers.com  
PN: 39013SACABK  

**AlloyGator Canada**  
**AlloyGator**  
855-53-GATOR  
www.alloygator.ca  
PN: AGPS1001PKG  
AlloyGator is a cost-effective and durable alloy wheel protection system that vastly reduces the risk of wheel damage while offering automotive businesses a profitable revenue stream. Manufactured in the United Kingdom and MIRA certified, AlloyGator wheel protectors come in 11 different colors with a discreet look or to make a personalized statement.

**Traklite Wheels**  
**Holeshot**  
305-685-0707  
www.traklitewheels.com  
PVD gold is the latest color that Traklite Wheels offers for most of its 15x8 and some of its 17x9 models. Traklite Wheels will also offer this finish in 18-in. and larger sizes in 2016.

**SB Wheel Manufacturing**  
**NASCAR Wheel**  
352-458-0137  
www.nascar-wheels.com  
PN: NAS 405  
NASCAR-brand cast-aluminum 20x9 off-road wheel. This wheel is made in America and is available in sizes ranging from 17x9 to 22x12 in various designs and finishes.
VIP Modular RSV Forged
VXS-110 Three-Piece Forged Wheel
949-335-5599
www.vipmodular.com
PN: VXS-110

A VIP Modular three-piece wheel starts life as a forged-aluminum center, a spun-aluminum outer barrel (the lip) and spun-aluminum inner barrel. These three pieces are then bolted and sealed together at the end of the production process. There are many advantages to custom three-piece wheels, including fitment, finish and strength.

RDR Wheels
RD-01
323-266-1818
www.rdrwheels.com

A 20x12 chrome wheel. RDR Wheels says it’s the first chrome-plated off-road wheel in the market. RD-01 design is also said to have one of the deepest lips in the off-road wheel market.

iForged Wheels/Forgestar Wheels/Edge Wheels
GT10T Modular Directional Three-Piece Forged Wheels
714-484-1070
www.iforged.com
PN: GT10T

The new iForged GT Concave series features new lightweight optimized concave designs with maximum brake clearances, custom widths, offsets and an aggressive deep concave appearance. The forged face and outer construction are made from 6061 T-6 aerospace-grade aluminum alloy.

VIP Modular RSV Forged
FXS-550R Concave Three-Piece Forged Wheel
949-335-5599
www.vipmodular.com

A VIP Modular three-piece wheel starts life as a forged-aluminum center, a spun-aluminum outer barrel (the lip) and spun-aluminum inner barrel. These three pieces are then bolted and sealed together at the end of the production process. There are many advantages to custom three-piece wheels, including fitment, finish and strength.

VIP Modular RSV Forged
FXS-550M Concave Three-Piece Forged Wheel
949-335-5599
www.vipmodular.com

Fuel Your Profits With Transfer Flow Fuel Tanks!

With over 30 years of engineering and manufacturing fuel tank systems, some of the best and biggest companies trust Transfer Flow to help fuel their success. We can do the same for your company!

We offer a complete line of fuel tank systems for you and your customers: refueling tanks, larger replacement tanks, and in-bed auxiliary tanks. Transfer Flow fuel tanks are CARB and DOT legal, come with all parts to install, and include our 24/7 customer tech support.

Start fueling your profits by selling and installing Transfer Flow fuel tank systems. Contact us today!

www.transferflow.com  info@transferflow.com

1-800-826-5776
With the introduction of the Cragar S/S wheel in 1965, Cragar gained popularity with hot rods and vintage musclecars. To celebrate this iconic wheel, Cragar has developed a commemorative 50th-year anniversary center cap to serve as a memento of speed, performance, good times and adventure.

Inspired by the mantra less is more, this wheel is a living testament of a modern classic. The VFF 106 creates a union of function and form by taking on the traditional Motorsport 10 Spoke and adding visual enhancements that are signature Vorsteiner. The company boasts maximum brake clearance, as its wheels clear the massive BMW M4 carbon ceramic brakes.

Vorsteiner
Flow-Forged V-FF 105
714-379-4600
www.vorsteinerwheels.com
PN: 105_20_GM_HRCN_F/R
Pushing creative boundaries and sparing zero engineering expenses resulted in the lightest wheel of Vorsteiner’s collection: the Vorsteiner VFF 105. The weight mission was to be the first flow-forged wheel to achieve an impossible standard of lb./in. The precision machining details can rival even the more expensive forged-wheel competitors in the market.

Saffiro Tires/Katana Wheels
KX Offroad Wheels, Model CP34 22x11
562-340-6252
www.katanawheels.com
PN: CP34-22136MB
Katana Wheels. KX Offroad wheels. Model CP34 22x11. Finish: matte black.

XIX focuses on milling an additional 5mm+ material off and making sure that the step is highly visible. The XIX45 comes with replaceable bolt rivets.

Topline Products
V-Rock Offroad Wheels, VR10-Recoil
909-628-7500
www.v-rockoffroadwheels.com
PN: VR10 - Recoil
V-Rock Offroad Wheels presents the VR10-Recoil for 2016. Emphasized by a wicked concave design from a brutal mesh spoke configuration, this wheel combines a deep concavity with a deep lip, and a high-low rim flange provides a further rugged accent. The VR10-Recoil is said to be perfect for lifted and non-lifted trucks alike.

Verde Custom Wheel’s newest wheel for 2016 is the V20-Insignia. The 10-spoke design is emphasized by a double-stepped edge angling down toward a sunken hub. A step lip design is accentuated with an undercut lip, flowing into a deeply recessed rim flange. Stainless-steel rivets and bolts complete the multi-piece appearance.

Robert Williams